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Hands (Paperback)
By Professor of Creative Writing Nick Flynn

Graywolf Press, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. Reprint. 226 x 150 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Now in paperback, the latest poetry by Nick Flynn, author
of Another Bullshit Night in Suck City and The Ticking Is the
Bomb The Captain Asks for a Show of Hands begins as a
meditation on love and the body but soon breaks down into a
collage of voices culled from media reports, childhood
memories, testimonies from Abu Ghraib detainees, passages
from documentary films, overheard conversations, and scraps
of poems and song, only to reassemble with a gathering sonic
force. It s as if all the noise that fills our days were a storm, yet at
the center is a quiet place, but to get there you must first pass
through the storm, with eyes wide open, singing. Each poem
becomes a hallucinatory, shifting experience, through jump cut,
lyric persuasion, and deadpan utterance. This is an emotional,
resilient response to some of the essential issues of our day by
Nick Flynn, one of America s riskiest and most innovative writers.
An unflinching attempt to use poetry to grapple with some of the
most shameful monsters of this new century the...
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R eviews
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases rather than
difficult to understand. Your life period is going to be change the instant you total reading this ebook.
-- Letha O kuneva
This is an amazing ebook that we have possibly go through. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge Its been
developed in an extremely straightforward way and is particularly merely a er i finished reading this ebook where in
fact altered me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- B er ta Schmidt
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